
CS515: Computer System Lab 2

Date: 14th Jan 2021 Assignment 2

Submission Filename: assign2.c or assign2.cpp assign2README.txt Due Date: 15th Jan 2021 3:00 pm

1 Problem Description

A road network is represented using an undirected graph and it contains a set of nodes and edges. Among the nodes, two
nodes (must be different) are marked as ‘s’ (source) and ‘d’ (destination). From ‘s’ to ‘d’ there could be multiple possible
paths. The edges are labeled with positive integer denoting the distances between two connecting nodes. This graph will
be taken as an adjacency matrix from an input file.

One or more Electric Vehicles (EVs) will need to travel from node ‘s’ to node ‘d’. For each EV, the following information
is needed.

• SOC: denotes the state of the charge of the EV. This is a positive integer and represents the percentage of charge
the EV has w.r.t the time.

• Range: denotes the range of the EV. This is again another integer representing the distance the EV can travel when
the EV’s SOC is 100%

• Speed: denotes the avg speed of the EV in km/hr. This speed can be used for calculating the time to travel a
distance.

All these details need to be provided in another input file.

1.1 Assumption

1. In the graph road network, except ‘s’ and ‘d’ nodes, all the other nodes represent a charging station with one single
charging port.

2. In all the charging station nodes, the charging rate is 30%/hr i.e. in an hour, the SOC of an EV battery can be
charged upto 30%.

3. Whenever an EV starts charging it will always charge upto 100%

4. All the EVs arrive at the same time

1.2 Final Objective

In the aforementioned set-up, it is now required to determine the travel time of each EV such that the travel time for EV
is minimized. The travel time of the EV includes the time taken to travel from ‘s’ to ‘d’ and the charging time if required
to charge and waiting time (if any EV needs to wait at charging station). The travel time of the EVs need to be processed
in the order as specified in the input file.

2 Sample Input

Take the input from a file (the file name is Graph.txt). The road network needs to be entered using an adjacency matrix.
A sample input is as follows-

s v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 d
s 0 25 0 20 0 30 0 0

v1 25 0 30 0 0 0 0 0
v2 0 30 0 0 0 0 0 40
v3 20 0 0 0 35 0 0 0
v4 0 0 0 35 0 35 0 45
v5 30 0 0 0 35 0 40 0
v6 0 0 0 0 0 40 0 35
d 0 0 40 0 45 0 35 0
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Now the details of the EVs will be taken as input from another file (the file nae is EV.txt). The sample contents
represent the followings-
4/*the number of EVs*/
40 100 60/*SOC, Range and Speed of EV1*/
50 100 60/*SOC, Range and Speed of EV2*/
50 100 60/*SOC, Range and Speed of EV3*/
80 100 60/*SOC, Range and Speed of EV4*/

3 Sample Output

/*The time taken by EVs to reach from s to d */
265 /*EV1*/
240 /*EV2*/
265 /*EV3*/
245 /*EV4*/

4 Submission

Submit the assignment using the following submission link only.

https://www.iitp.ac.in/~samrat/CompSysLab2_CS515/submission/

5 Guidelines

Do not use any library/package (eg. STL etc) to implement this. Your code must be well documented and any invalid
input must also be handled properly.

After the due date and time (mentioned at top right with red font), the submission will remain open for 48 hours
more. However, there will be 20% penalty for each 24 hours late submission. As lab instructor or the TAs may not be
available to fix the login/ networking problem at the last moment so upload the assignment well in advance to avoid any
last minute glitches.

There will be penalty if you are found to take any unfair means during the lab hours and during the assignment
submission process.

Copying others’ program and allowing others to copy your program will be equally penalized.
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